Abstract-This letter derives fast decomposition for the quadrature mirror filterbanks (QMFs) of the low power spectral band replication (SBR) tools in the MPEG high efficiency advanced audio coding (HE AAC) decoder. In contrast with the standard method where computation-intensive matrix operations are employed in the QMF, the proposed method decomposes the matrix operations into conventional discrete cosine transform of type II and III (DCT-II and DCT-III) and simple permutations for easy implementation. The computational complexity can be also reduced effectively by using fast algorithms for DCT.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE state-of-the-art audio coding, MPEG-4 high efficiency advanced audio coding (HE AAC) [1] , includes core AAC to be compatible with the conventional AAC, and new spectral band replication (SBR) tools are embedded to reach high audio quality at much lower bitrates with increasing complexity. Reference [2] presents low power SBR with aliasing minimizing tools to reduce the complexity of the decoder by processing real-valued data instead of complex-valued data. However, the complexity is still high without optimization. From the complexity analyses in [2] , filterbanks are the most computationally dominant parts in the decoder. There are three different filterbanks in an HE AAC decoder. One is based on inverse modified discrete cosine transform (IMDCT) in the core AAC decoder, another is the analysis quadrature mirror filterbank (AQMF) in new SBR tools, and the other is the synthesis quadrature mirror filterbank (SQMF) in the same SBR tools. Because of mature researches of the core AAC decoder, there are already fast algorithms for IMDCT. Therefore, the other QMF in the new SBR tools requires effective techniques to reduce complexity.
This letter derives fast algorithms to reduce the complexity of the computation-intensive matrix operations in AQMF and SQMF. The proposed methods comprise only conventional discrete cosine transform of type II and III (DCT-II and DCT-III) [3] and simple permutations. By referring to the fast DCT in [4] , the computational complexity can be reduced up to 2.7% and 7.8% with respect to the original multiplications and additions. Moreover, we provide the easily implemented solution of HE AAC with the same unified DCT computations in filterbanks. 
II. REVIEW
The matrix operations (scale factors are neglected) in the QMF are defined as follows.
In AQMF for (
In SQMF
for (2) In order to circumvent the situations in which the output signals have a sampling rate twice that of the input, the downsampled 32-channel SQMF can be employed instead of the 64-channel SQMF.
In downsampled SQMF for (3) where is the time index, and is the frequency index.
From the above equations, 2048 multiplications and 2016 additions are required for the matrix operation in AQMF; 8192 multiplications and 8064 additions are required for that in 64-channel SQMF; and 2048 multiplications and 1984 additions are required for that in 32-channel downsampled SQMF. This makes the QMF computation intensive and difficult to be implemented. Hence, fast algorithms for QMF are required to reduce the complexity.
III. DEVELOPMENT METHODS
The concept of the AQMF is similar to the analysis subband of MPEG-1 audio encoding [5] , whereas the concept of the SQMF is similar to the synthesis subband of MPEG-1 audio decoding. However, the AQMF and SQMF are variants with respect to the counterparts in MPEG-1 audio coding because of different choices of the prototype filters. In [6] and [7] , fast algorithms for the matrix operations in analysis and synthesis subband of MPEG-1 audio are presented. Both papers have the similar concept to decompose the original equations into a conventional DCT type with a corresponding permutation. In the similar way, we decompose (1) 
Compare (5) with (4); then, the relationship is obtained by (6) Second, let (7) be defined as the 32-point DCT-III [3] for (7) Then, the relationship between in (7) and in (4) is derived as follows: (7); then, the relationship is obtained by (9) Combining (6) and (9) yields (10) The above derivation is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where (10) stands for the permutation and is represented as . Fig. 2 details the signal flow graph of the in the proposed decomposition. Finally, this result can be equivalently written in sparse matrix factorizations. Equation (1) 
B. SQMF
First, let (11) be defined for (11) Then, the relationship between in (11) and in (2) is derived. For , . For , the relationship is intuitive. Therefore (12) Second, let (13) be defined as the 64-point DCT-II [3] for (13) Then, the relationship between in (13) and in (11) The above derivation is illustrated in Fig. 3 , and (15) stands for the permutation . Finally, this result can be equivalently written in sparse matrix factorizations. Equation (2) 
C. Downsampled SQMF
The derivation for downsampled SQMF is similar to that for SQMF, except that the length is decreased to the half. Therefore, the 32-point DCT-II is substituted for the 64-point DCT-II. Let (16) be defined as the 32-point DCT-II [3] for (16) Therefore, the relationship between in (3) and in (16) is as follows:
The above derivation is illustrated in Fig. 4 , and (17) stands for the permutation . Finally, this result can be equivalently written in sparse matrix factorizations. Equation (3) 
IV. PERFORMANCE
Here, we estimate the performance of the proposed methods by computational complexity. There are many fast algorithms for N-point DCT-II and DCT-III, where and [4] , [7] . MN/2 multiplications and additions are required for both DCT types using these fast algorithms [4] . In this way, 80 multiplications and 209 additions are required for a 32-point DCT-III or DCT-II, and 192 multiplications and 513 additions are required for a 64-point DCT-II. Next, the operations can be estimated by adding little complexity of the permutations. In AQMF, the input permutation (10) requires only zero multiplication and 31 additions; in SQMF, the output permutation (15) requires only zero multiplication and 31 additions (mi- Table I summaries the reduction of computational complexity of the proposed QMF, and Table II summaries the reduction with downsampled SQMF. Moreover, the proposed methods can be further employed in combination with the IMDCT in the core AAC, which is also decomposed into a conventional DCT type and a permutation [7] . Hence, implementation of unified DCT for these three kinds of filterbanks in the HE AAC decoder can be easily accomplished.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we derive fast QMF in the low power SBR tools for MPEG HE AAC. Because both QMF are variants with respect to the subband filtering of the previous MPEG audio coding, fast decomposition is derived by modifying existing fast algorithms. The matrix operation in AQMF can be decomposed into a simple input permutation and a 32-point DCT-III. The matrix operation inSQMF canbedecomposedintoa64-pointDCT-IIwith asimple output permutation, and that in downsampled SQMF can be decomposed into a 32-point DCT-II with a simple output permutation. With the help of the fast algorithm for the standard type DCT, the computational complexity can be reduced up to 2.7% and 7.8% with respect to the original multiplications and additions. Therefore, it is easy to implement the various filterbanks in the HE AAC decoder with unified DCT computations.
